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V. THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM IN

PARAMETRIC FORM*

BY.

E. J. McSHANE

1. First existence theorem. We continue the notation of preceding papers

with the trifling change that z will denote (z1, • • • , z«) instead of (z°, • • • , z«)

as heretofore, and a similar change for z'. The class of all rectifiable curves

joining two fixed points Zi, Z2 (not necessarily distinct) will be denoted by K.

The functions Fiz, z') and Giz, z') are defined for all points z = iz1, ■ ■ ■ , z«)

in a closed point set 5 and all z'. They are positively homogeneous of degree 1

in z', are continuous for all z in S and all z', and possess partial derivatives

of first and second orders continuous except at z'=0. We write

7(C) =  f Fiz, z)dt, ÇiC) =  f Giz, z)dt.

A hypothesis which we shall henceforth impose on our integrals is the fol-

lowing:

(1.1) To each pair of numbers l, m there corresponds a number L such that

if C is in K and \ ÇiC) \ Si, 7(C) am, then ̂ (C) ^L.

There are well known conditions which ensure this. For instance, if there

are numbers a 3:0 and b such that aF+bG is positive definite and the set 5

is bounded, then (1.1) is satisfied. Or, 5 being unbounded, if there exist num-

bers a ^ 0 and b for which

aFiz, z') + bGiz, z') ^ k I z' | (1 + | z | )~»,

k>0, then. (1.1) holds.

The proofs in note IV give us, with hardly any modification, a proof of

the following theorem:

* Presented to the Society, April 15, 1938; received by the editors October 29, 1937 and, in re-

vised form, February 16, 1938.

The preceding notes in this series have already appeared in these Transactions as follows:

I, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 429-438; II, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 439-453; III, vol. 45 (1939), pp. 151-171;
IV, vol. 45 (1939), pp. 173-196. They will be referred to by their numbers.
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Theorem 1. Let the set S consist of the entire z-space, and let (1.1) hold.

Let Ç(C) be quasi-regular normal. Suppose further that for each z, each approach

set A at z contains only a finite number of unit vectors pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk which can be

so ordered that Q,h(z, pi, p¡) <0 ifi<j, where H(z, r) —H(z, r; X(z, ^4)). Then for

every number I, either the class K[Ç=l] is empty or it contains a curve which

minimizes J(C) on the class K[Ç=l].

The proofs in IV leading up to equations (8.2) and (8.3) of IV were so

designed as to apply to problems in parametric form as well as to those in

non-parametric form. Hence these equations, which are p'(t)=pó (t) and

y'it) =7o' it) for all t in E (that is, for almost all t in [0, 1]) are here valid.

But for problems in parametric form the functions <j>, <po, 7, Yo are Lip-

schitzian; so this implies that <p(l) =c/>o(l) and y(l) =7o(l). As remarked at

the end of §4 of IV, these equations imply the conclusion of the theorem.

2. Statement of the principal existence theorem. Before stating the next

problem we introduce several definitions :

(2.1) The point Zo of S is an ordinary point if the following conditions hold:

(a) It is interior to S.

(h) G(z, r) is quasi-regular normal (either positive or negative) at z0.

(c) Each approach set A at z0 contains only a finite number of unit vectors

Ph ' " ' » Pk, end these cßn be so ordered that SIh(zo, pi, pi)<0 if i<j; here

■H(z,r)=F(z,r)-\(zo,A)G(z,r).

Theorem 1 required that S be the whole space and that every point z0

be ordinary. Subject to further hypotheses, our next theorem will permit S

to be a closed subset of the space and will allow S to contain singular points

(that is, points which are not ordinary points).

One of our hypotheses will be the following:

(2.2) For each z0 in S there is a number 6 such that F(z, r) — BG(z, r) is p.q.r.]

atzo.

We denote by m(z0), M(za), respectively, the greatest lower bound and the

least upper bound of all numbers 0 for which F(z, r)—6G(z, r) is p.q.r. at z0.

It is easy to see that m(z) = — » if and only if G(z, r) is p.q.r. at za. For if

G(z, r) is p.q.r. at z0 and 0O is any number such that F — 90G is p.q.r. at z0, then

F(z, r)-9G(z, r)=[F(z, r)-60G(z, r) ] + (0O - 0)G(z, r) is also p.q.r. for all

6 <d0; so m(z) = — oo. However, if G is not p.q.r. at z0 there are orthogonal unit

vectors p, u for which uaGaß(z, p)u^<0. Then u"[Faß(z, p) —6Gaß(z, p)]uß is

negative if 6 is negative and numerically large; so »w(z0) is finite. Likewise

M(zo) = + °° if and only if G(z, r) is n.q.r. at z0.

t Defined in (6.2) of III.
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For each curve C: z = zit), ih^i^h), lying in 5 we define two sets of

points / as follows :

(2.3) T+iC) is the set of all points t such that z(<) is a singular point and

Giz, r) is not n.q.r. at z(i).

(2.4) P_(C) is the set of all points t such that z(i) is a singular point and

Giz, r) is not p.q.r. at z(i).

These sets may overlap: if z(i) is a singular point and Giz, r) is neither

p.q.r. nor n.q.r. at z(t), then t belongs to both P+(C) and P_(C). Also they

may vanish simultaneously; this happens whenever Giz, r) is linear in the

variables r* at each singular point z(i).

Our next definition is as follows :

(2.5) If C: z=zit) is a curve lying in S, then if P+(C) is not empty, we

define M(C) to be the greatest lower bound of M(z(/)) for all t in P+(C) ; if P_(C)

is not empty, we define m(C) to be the least upper bound of »î(z(/)) for all t in

T-(C).

If M(C) is defined, it is not + «. For if Ai(C) is defined, the set P+(C)

is not empty. Let t0 be a point in it. At z(i0) the function Giz, r) is not n.q.r. ;

so M(z(/o)) is not + ». Hence M(C) ^ M(z(í0)) < °°. Likewise, if w(C) is de-

fined, it is not — oo. It is interesting to observe that if Gizit), r) is positive

regular for all t and if C contains singular points z(i), then M(C) is defined

and finite, while w(C) is undefined. Likewise, if Gizit), r) is negative regular

for all t and if C contains singular points, then w(C) is defined and finite, while

M(C) is undefined. We prove the first statement; the proof of the second is

similar. The set P+(C) here consists of all singular points, and by hypothesis

is not empty; so MiC) is defined. As always, M(C) < °o. The quadratic form

wGaßizit), p)ue is positive for all t and all pairs of orthogonal unit vectors

u, p. Let v be its greatest lower bound; then v >0.

The quadratic form uaFaßizit), p)uß is bounded, say by N, in absolute

value, for the same arguments. Then Fizit), r) + (N/p)G(z(t), r) is p.q.r. for

all t; so M(z(t))t:-N/v for each t, and M(C) ^ -N/v> - ». Therefore

M(C) is finite.

We now state our principal theorem.

Theorem 2. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied:

(a) S is closed.

(b) Hypotheses (1.1) and (2.2) hold.

(c) For every curve C of K, either T+(C) is empty or there exists^ a curve

r* : z = f (t) , (O^r^e), with the properties :

t This implies that M(C) is finite. For M(C) is never + °o, and if M(C) were — », inequalities

(2.6) and (2.7) could not hold. Likewise, from (d) we conclude that m(C) is undefined or is finite.
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(i) The length of T* is not zero.

(ii) t(0)isonC.

(iii) For almost all r in [0, e] the inequalities

(2.6) G(r(r), fr)) + G(Ç(t), - f(r)) > 0,

(2.7) P(f(r), f(r)) + F(I;(t), - f(r)) ^ M(C) ¡G(T(t), t(r)) + G(«r), - f(r))]

hold.
(d) For every curve C of K, either P-(C) is empty or there exists a curve

r*:z=f(r), (O^T^e), with the properties:

(i) The length of T* is not zero.

(ii) f (0) ¿5 o« C.
(iii) For almost all r in [0, e] the inequalities

(2.8) G(f(r), tir)) +G(f(r), - f(r)) < 0,

(2.9) F(f(r), fir)) + P(f(r), - f(r)) ̂  »(C) SßfrCr), f(r)) + G(f(r), - f(r))]

»0W.

Then for every I the class K[Ç=l] either is empty or contains a curve C for

which J(C) assumes its least value on K\Ç=l].

Sections 3 to 5 will be devoted to the proof of this theorem, and through-

out these sections the hypotheses of Theorem 2 will be assumed to hold.

3. Construction of a minimizing sequence. If the class K[Ç=l] is not

empty, we denote by p the greatest lower bound of 7(C) on the class

K[Ç=l]. Also we define p0 to be the greatest lower bound of numbers »»

for which there exists a sequence {C„} of curves of K having

lim 7(Cn) = m, lim (/(C„) = I.
n—* » n—> «

Since p is such a number m, we evidently have p0^p. If {hn} is a sequence of

numbers greater than p0 and tending to p0, for each « there is a C* such that

7(Cn*)<kn, \   ÇiC*)   -  l\   <   1/n.

Hence

(3.1) lim 7iC*) = po, lim ÇiC*) = I.

By (1.1), the C* have bounded lengths, which ensures the finiteness of p0.

Suppose C* has the Lipschitzian representation z=z*(t), (O^t^l). The

set of values of t such that z*(t) has a distance greater than 1/2« from the

boundary of S is open relative to [0, 1] and so falls into a finite or de-

numerable aggregate of subintervals. For only a finite number of these, say
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[ax, ßi], • • • , [ak, ßh], can the corresponding arc of C* have length as great

as 1/2«; the others we disregard. Thus if t is not in any of the intervals [aiy ßi],

the point z*(t) has distance less than »_1 from the boundary of 5.

Consider now one of the intervals [ai, ßi]. In the corresponding arc of C*

we inscribe a polygon II*„ with the successive vertices

Zn*(0Ci), z*(tx), ■ ■ ■ , z*(tm), Z*(ßi), ai<tx< ■ ■ ■  <tm< ßi.

If the sides of this polygon are short enough, we will have

(3.2)

and

(3.3)

7(nt») - f ' Fiz*,¿*)dt
J "i

<?(nt») - f ' Giz*, z*)dt

< 1/hn,

< 1/hn.

Now let n*„ be the polygon having the same number of vertices as n*„,

joining z*(ui) to z*(ßi), having Ç(Ui,n) = Ç(U*H), and minimizing 7(C) in

that class of polygons. Such a polygon exists, by Lemma 3 of IV. For this

polygon we have

(3.4)

(3.5)

7(niiB) < f ' Fiz*, ¿n*)dt+1/hn,

Ç(ïli,») -  f ' Giz*,z*)dt   < 1/hn.
J a.-

Now we define the curve C„ to be the curve C„* with the arcs correspond-

ing to the intervals [a¿, ßt] replaced by the respective polygons n<in. Since

we can consider the functions z* unaltered except on the intervals [a,-, /?<],

we obtain from (3.4) and (3.5) the relations

(3.6)

(3.7)

Hence

(3.8)

(3.9)

7(C.) < 7(C*) + 1/»,

|   ÇiCn)   ~    ÇiC*) I   <   1/«.

lim sup7(C) è lim 7(C*) + 0 = mo,

lim ÇiCn) = /.

But by the definition of pQ we cannot have lim inf 7(Gn) <Po, in the presence

of (3.9). So from this and (3.8) we conclude that
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(3.10) lim 7(C.) = po = P.

By (1.1), the curves C„ are of uniformly bounded lengths; so we can select

a subsequence for which jQfCn) converges to a finite limit L :

(3.11) hm.0C) = 7 < ».
n—»»

Clearly we may suppose (since we can discard a finite number of the C„) that

we have

(3.12) -C(C„)=7+1.

For this subsequence (3.9) and (3.10) still hold.

On each curve C„ we introduce as parameter t = s/jÇJCn), where s is arc

length on C„. Then Cn has the representation

C:    2 = zn(t), Og/^1.

These functions zn(t) satisfy a Lipschitz condition of constant -C(C„), which

is less than or equal to Z+l by (3.12). Hence

(3.13) \zn(t)\ =7 + 1, 0 = t = 1.

By Ascoli's theorem, we can select a subsequence of the C„ (we suppose it the

whole sequence) such that the functions z„(t) converge uniformly to a limit

function z0(t) :

(3.14) lim zn(t) = Zo(t)  uniformly for 0 á < á 1.
n—»oo

For this subsequence (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) remain valid. The curve z = zQ(t),

(0 = t = 1), we denote by C0.

Next we define

» ■*>(3.15) pn(t) =  f  F(zn(t), ¿n(t))dt, » = 0,1
J 0

(3.16) 7n(t)   =    f    G(Zn(t),Zn(t))dt, »   =   0,   1,  •  •   •   .
J 0

These functions all satisfy the same Lipschitz condition, since the integrands

are bounded. So we may select a subsequence (we again denote it by {C„})

such that pn(t) and yn(t) tend uniformly to limit functions <p(t) and y(t), re-

spectively :

(3.17) lim pn(t) = p(t), lim y„(t) = y(t)
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uniformly for O^i^l. For this subsequence (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.14)

remain valid.

Equations (3.9), (3.10), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) imply

(3.18) 0(1)= po,        y(l) "l.

From the manner of constructing the curves C„, we notice that for every

e>0 all the curves C„ with large » are polygons except for their arcs which

are within the e-neighborhood of the boundary of S. So if z0(to) is a point

of Co interior to S, there is a neighborhood ita — 8, to+8) of to such that the

functions z„(¿), (í0 — 8<t?¿to+8), represent polygonal arcs whenever « is

greater than a certain «0. (Modifications if t0 = 0 or 1 are obvious.)

4. Some lemmas. Let us first dispose of the trivial case for which we have L

= lim ¿ÇfC„) = 0. This is only possible if Zi = z2, and it implies that C0 has length

0 and consists of the one point Zi. By (3.9) and (3.10) we have l = 0=p0^p.

By trivial computation we obtain ÇiC0) =0 = 1, 7(Co)=0^ju. Since C0 is

thus in K[Ç=l], yiCo)~=p; whence 7(Co) =M = Mo = 0 and C0 is the curve

sought. This leaves for consideration the principal case, in which

(4.1) L = lim £(C) > 0.

Since tp, tpo, y, To, and z0 are all Lipschitzian functions of t, the interval

[0, 1 ] contains a set £ of measure 1 such that for all t in £ all the functions

mentioned have derivatives and

(4.2) 4>¿ it) = P(zo«, zi it)),       7o it) = Gizoit), z¿ it)).

It will be supposed (without loss of generality) that neither 0 nor 1 is in £.

We now begin to prove a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 1. If to is in £, and a and b are numbers such that aFiz, r)+bGiz, r)

is p.q.r. at z0(/0), then

a[tp'ito)- 4>¿it0)] + b[y'it0) - 70 (M] ^ 0.

Except for notation, this is merely a restatement of Lemma 5 of III.

Lemma 2. If t is in £ and z(i) is an ordinary point, then

(4.3) tp'ito) = tbiito),    y'ito) = 70 ito).

By (2.2), (a), z0(/o) is interior to 5. Therefore, as remarked at the end of §3,

for all large « the arcs of C„ lying in a neighborhood of z0(¿o) are polygonal. All

the hypotheses leading up to equations (8.2) and (8.3) of IV (which together

are (4.3) above) are here satisfied, except that in IV the set 5 was the whole

space. However, the proof of (8.2) and (8.3) was purely local in nature; the

only reason for taking the whole space for 5 was to be sure that each point of
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Co should be interior to S. So the proofs in IV are applicable without change,

and the lemma is established.

Lemma 3. If Zo(to) is a singular point, and to belongs to E but does not belong

either to T+(Co) or to T_(C0), then y'(to) =yó(to) and p'(k)^Po' (to)-

If G(z, r) were not p.q.r. at Zo(k), the point to would be in P_(C0). If it

were not n.q.r. at z0(/o), then k would be in P+(Co). So G(z, r) must be both

p.q.r. and n.q.r. at zQ(to). That is, G(z0(io), r) is linear in the variables r. By

hypothesis (2.3), F(z, r)—0G(z, r) is p.q.r. at z0(/o) for some 6. But since

G(z, r) is merely linear in the r, this implies that F(z, r) itself is p.q.r. at

zo(to). The application of Lemma 1 with a = l, o = 0 yields p'(k)—po'(t)^0.

Since G(z, r) is both p.q.r. and n.q.r. at z0(io), we apply Lemma 1 with a=0,

i = l and with a = 0, o = — 1. This yields two inequalities which together imply

y'(k) =7o' (to), completing the proof.

Lemma 4. // k is in ET+(CB), then

P'(to) - p¿(k) = M(zo(tfi))[y'(to) - y¿(to)].

By definition of M(z), there is a sequence {dn} of numbers tending to

M(zo(to)) such that for each «, F(z, r) —6nG(z, r) is p.q.r. at z0(/o). By lemma 1,

P'(to) - P¿(to) = 9n[y'(to) - To (to)].

Letting «—> oo establishes the desired inequality.

Lemma 5. If to is in ET'_(C0), then

P'(to) - PÓ(to) è m(zo(h))W(h) -7o'(ío)].

Choose a sequence {(?„} such that dn—*m(zo(k)) and F(z, r)—6nG(z, r) is

p.q.r. at z0(A>) for each ». The rest of the proof is a repetition of that of

Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. If to is in E and y'(k) = y ó (to), then p'(k)^ pa (to) ■

If Zo(io) is ordinary, this follows from Lemma 2. If z0(io) is singular, either

it is in neither T+(C0) nor P_(Co), in which case <j>'(k) =<Ao' (to) by Lemma 3,

or it is in one (or both) of the sets T+(C0) and P_(C0), in which case

<p'(k) —pó (to) =0 by Lemma 4 or Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. If to is in E and y'(to) >yó (to), then to is in T+(Co) ; if k is in E

and y'(k) <7o' (to), then k is in P_(C0).

The point z0(io) must be singular by Lemma 2. If t0 is not in T+(Co),

then G(z, r) is n.q.r. at z0(¿o). Applying Lemma 1 with a = 0, o= — 1, we

obtain y'(to)-yó (to) =0. Hence if y'(t0) -yó (k) >0, then t0 is in T+(C0). The

proof of the other statement is similar.
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5. Proof of the theorem. We now subdivide the set £ into three subsets.

The set T0 will be the subset of £ on which y'it) =yó it) ; the set Pi will be the

subset of £ on which y'it) >yó Q); and the set T2 will be the subset of £ on

which y'it)<yó it). These sets are clearly measurable, since y\t) and ya it)

axe measurable functions. By Lemma 7, Pi is contained in P+(C0) and T2 is

contained in P_(C0).

First we shall construct a curve I\: z = fi(T), (O^t^ti), beginning and

ending at a point z0(O on Co, and such that

(5.1) ÇiTx) =  f   [y'(t)-y¿(t)]dt,
J Tl

(5.2) 7(rx)g f [tp'it)-tp¿it)]dt.

Whenever Pi is empty we can take Ti to be a degenerate curve consisting of

a single point on C0. Then (5.1) and (5.2) obviously hold. If Pi is not empty,

then P+(C0) is also not empty. By hypothesis (c) there is a curve T* corre-

sponding to Co and having the properties there specified. For O^r^e we

define T(t) to be the curve obtained by traversing T* from f (0) to f (t) and

then returning to f(0). Thus T(t) is defined by the equations

z = f(i), 0 S t St;        z = f(2r - /), T < t S 2r.

This is a rectifiable continuous curve beginning and ending at f(0), which,

by hypothesis (c), is a point z0(ii) on Co. We calculate

ÇiTir)) =  f 'Gif(0, tit))dt + f 2rG(f(2r - t), - f(2r - 0)*

(5.3) 'i J*

[G(ï(t),Î(t))+G(!;(t),-î(t))]dt.
«J n

Likewise

(5.4)      7(r(r)) =   f ' [F(f(0, KO) + F(ï(t), - ÍW]dt.
J o

By (2.6) the integrand in (5.3) is almost everywhere positive; hence

Ç(Tie)) >0. Let m be an integer for which

m Ç(T(e))>  f   W(t)-yi(t)]dt.

Since Ç(Tir)) is a continuous function of r, there is a t0 such that
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£(r(T,)) - m~x f   [y'(t)-y¿(t)]dt.

We now define Ti to be the curve obtained by traversing T(t0) a total of m

times. Then (5.1) holds.

Recalling that M(C0) is the greatest lower bound of M(z0(t)) for all t in

T+(C0), by Lemma 4 we find that whenever k is in 2\ the inequality

*'(*o) - Pi (k) = J7(C0)[7'(/o) - y ¿(to)]

holds. Hence

(5.5) f   [p'(t)-p¿(t)]dt\%M(Co)f   [y'(t)-yi(t)]dt.

On the other hand, by (2.7), (5.3), and (5.4) we find

7(I\) = m f " [F(t(t), t(t)) + F(t(t), - t(t))]dt
*I o

(5.6) = mM(C0) f T° [G(f(t), t(t)) + Giïii), ~ t(t))]dt
J o

= M(Co)Ç(Ti).

From (5.1), (5.5), and (5.6) we obtain (5.2).

Next we prove that there is a curve T2 beginning and ending at a point

z0(t2) on Co and such that

(5.7) Ç(T2)= f   [y'(t)-y¿(t)]dt,

(5.8) 7(r2) = f [p'(t)-p¿(t)\dt.
J T2

We could prove this as we did (5.1) and (5.2). But it is much simpler to ob-

serve that if we replace G(z, r) by —G(z, r), then y(t) is replaced by —y(t)

and M (Co) by —m(C0), while hypotheses (c) and (d) are interchanged. Then

(5.7) and (5.8) are merely (5.1) and (5.2) as rewritten for F and —G in place

of F and G.

We can now define the minimizing curve C. Suppose to be specific that

h = k. We obtain C by traversing C0 from t = 0 to t = h, traversing Ti, continu-

ing along Co from t = hto t = k, traversing r2, then proceeding along Co from

t = k to t = l. We therefore have, by (3.16), (5.1), (5.7), the definition of P0,

and (3.18),
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ÇiC) =  ÇiCo) + ÇiTi) + ÇiY2)

= f   + f   + f y¿it)dt+ f   [y'it)-y¿it)]dt
J T¡¡        " Tx J T, J T,

+ f   [y'it)-y¿it)]dt
J Tt

=   f y'it)dt =   f   yit)dt = 7(1) = l.
Je J o

Similarly, using (3.15), (5.2), (5.8), the definition of T0, Lemma 6, and (3.18),

we obtain

7(C) = 7(c.) + 7<T0 + 7(r2)

s f + f + f <p¿it)dt+ f Wit) -<p¿it)]dt

+ f  [4>'it)-<p¿it)]dt
J T,

S  f tb'it)dt =  f   4>it)dt = 0(1) = po.
J B Jo

But by (5.9) the curve C is in K[Ç=l]; so 7(C) ^/x^Mo. This, with (5.10),

implies

(5.11) yiC)=po = p,

and the proof of the theorem is complete-

Incidentally we have proved that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 the

equation po=p holds. It follows with little difficulty that the value of p, con-

sidered as a function of /, is lower semicontinuous.

6. Corollaries and examples. Let us define P+*(C) and TJ*iC) by delet-

ing the words "z(i) is a singular point and" in (2.3) and (2.4), and let M*(C)

and m*iC) be the numbers defined by replacing P+(C), P-(C) by P+*(C),

P_*(C), respectively, in (2.5). Then if f»(C) is defined, so is m*iC); and

m*iC)^miC), for P_*(C) contains T^iC). Likewise, if MiC) is defined, so

is M*iC); and M*(C)=:MiC). The following corollary is then immediately

evident :

Corollary 1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold with m*iC), M*iC) in

place of miC) and MiC), respectively, then the class K[Ç=l] either is empty or

contains a curve for which 7(C) assumes its least value on K[Ç=l].

For if the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, so are the hypotheses

of Theorem 2.
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In my dissertation! I established an existence theorem which overlaps

considerably with Corollary 1 but neither contains it nor is contained in it.

Nor does Corollary 1 cover the five existence theorems for isoperimetric prob-

lems given by Tonelli ;í for Tonelli allows his class Ato be a "complete class

of total ramification," where our class K consists of the family of curves in S

joining two fixed points. § In all other respects, however, Corollary 1 contains

Tonelli's theorems. Take for example Tonelli's Theorem 3 (p. 473) whose

generalization to q dimensions is as follows :

Let S be bounded and closed, and let K be a complete class of curves of total

ramification lying in S. Let Fiz, r) be p.q.r. on S, and let Giz, r) =g(z)G(z, r)

+aa(z)r", where g(z) is nonnegative [nonpositive] on S, and through each point

Zi of S there passes an arc T* on which g(z) >g(zi) [g(z) <g(zi)], provided that

any continuous curve at all passes through zx. ThenK[Ç=l] either is empty or

contains a curve for which 7(G) assumes its least value on K[Ç=l].

We disregard the statements in brackets; they interchange with the un-

bracketed statements if G is replaced by — G, which replacement does not

affect the hypotheses of Theorem 2 or Corollary 1. The set T+(C) consists

of all t at which g(z(t)) >0 and F(z, r) is not linear in the r\ The set T*(C)

is empty; so hypothesis (d) is satisfied. For each'i in T+*(C) the function

F(z, r) - 6G(z, r) = F(z, r) [l - 6g(z)] - 6aar«

is p.q.r. for all 0 = l/g(z). Hence M(z) = l/g(z). If T+*(C) is not empty, then

the greatest lower bound of M(z(t)) for t in T+*(C) is at least g.l.b. [l/g(z(t))].

That is, M*(C) ^1/max g(z(t)). Let Zi = z(h) be a point at which g(z(t)) as-

sumes its maximum (greater than zero), and let T* he the curve along which

g(z)=g(zi). Then along T* the conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied. Hy-

potheses (1.1) and (2.2) obviously hold. So except for the added generality

of the class K, this theorem is contained in Corollary 1.

As an example covered by Theorem 2 but not by Corollary 1 or any other

theorems cited, let us consider

F(x, y, x', y') = - (x - y)2(x'2 + Sy'2)1'2,

_      G(x, y, x', y') = (x'2 + y'2)1'2,

t Semi-continuity in the calculus of variations, and absolute minima for isoperimetric problems,

published in Contributions to the Calculus of Variations, 1930, Chicago, 1931, pp. 199-243, in particu-

lar p. 220.

i L. Tonelli, Fondamenli di Calcólo dette Variazioni, vol. 2, pp. 466-482.

§ It would, however, be quite easy to extend Corollary 1 to cover such classes K of curves. The

only reason for not considering them in the first place was that the discussion of ordinary points re-

quired comparison curves other than those obtained by adding a spur like Vi or r2 to a given curve.

In Corollary 1 the characteristic properties of ordinary points are ignored; so this need disappears.
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where the range S of (x, y) is the whole plane. Hypothesis (d) of Corollary 1

is not satisfied; inequality (2.7) cannot be satisfied unless C lies entirely along

the line y = x. However, every point (x, y) not on the line y = x is an ordinary

point. For, first, G is regular. Second, the matrix A(x, y; px, p2; qx, q2) has the

form

'- iy- x){pxipx2 + 8PÍ2)-1'2 -8iy-x){p2ipx2 +8P?)-1'2

- qxiqx2 + 8?22)-1/2} - ?2(gi2 + 8?22)-1/2}

px — ?i pi — qi

if we assume (as we may) that px2 +p22 =qx2 +q22 = 1. If a vector (px, p2) is

given, the vector (qx, q2) = ipx, —pi) is an approach set containing (px, p2),

and (—pi, p2) is in another approach set containing (pi, p2). It is possible

(though not very easy) to show that no approach set contains any other unit

vectors than these. Computing QH we see that it is not zero for any of the

sets except in the trivial case in which the two formally different unit vectors

of the approach set coincide (/>i = Q or p2=0). Hence every point of S with

yj^x is an ordinary point.

The singular points of S are thus the points (x, x). For these the function

F(x, y, x', y')—6G(x, y, x', y') reduces to — 0(x'2+y'2)1/2, which is positive

quasi-regular if and only if 0^0. So mix, x) = — <x> and Mix, x) =0. The set

P_(C) is always empty, since Giz, r) is positive regular. If P+(C) is not empty,

then for every / in P+(C) we have xit) =yit) and Mixit), y(/)) =0. Therefore

MiC) is 0 whenever it is defined; that is, whenever C intersects the line y=x.

Thus if C does not intersect the line, then P+(C) is empty; and if C intersects

the line at a point ix0, x0), we can take T* to be a segment of y=x beginning

at ix0, Xo). Hypothesis (d) therefore is satisfied.

If we use the same G, but take

F = e(v+*)\x'i + Sy'2)1'2

and let S be the whole (x, y)-plane, we find similarly that there are no singular

points.

7. A generalization. There are several ways of strengthening Theorem 2

without great difficulty. An obvious one is as follows : If zx, z2, and I are given,

under hypothesis (1.1) there is only a bounded subset of S which can contain

points of curves C of K [ Ç=I ] with 7(C) S p+e for any given e > 0. Let Sc be

this subset. We need then assume only that hypotheses (c) and (d) of

Theorem 2 hold on the closure of St.

A less trivial generalization is obtained by redefining M(z) and miz) at

singular points z which are interior to S. Let z be such a singular point, and
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let A he an approach set at z. Consider the aggregate of numbers 8 for which

(7.1) aß£F-<,oiz, aapa, Pß) =■ 0

for all finite collections Pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn of vectors of A and all sets ai, ■ ■ ■ , an

of nonnegative numbers such that | aapa\ »*0. We make the following defini-

tions :

(7.2) M\(z,A) is the least upper bound of all numbers 6 such that (7.1) holds,

and mi(z, A) is their greatest lower bound.

(7.3) Mi(z) is the greatest lower bound of Mi(z, A) for all approach sets A

at z, and mi(z) is the least upper bound of »»i(z, A) for all approach sets A at z.

Under hypothesis (2.2) such numbers 6 exist. For if 6 serves in (2.2), then

£f-0o(z, p, r) ^ 0

for all p^O and all r, and (7.1) follows at once. This argument shows more-

over that every 6 which serves in (2.2) serves in (7.1), no matter which ap-

proach set A we use. Hence if A is any approach set at z, Mi(z, A) ^M(z) and

»»i(z, A) =»»(z); so by (7.3)

(7.4) ilfi(z) = M(z),        mi(z)iim(z).

Our theorem is given as follows :

Theorem 3. At all singular points z interior to S let M(z), m(z) be redefined

to mean Mi(z), »»i(z), respectively. Then with this new meaning of m(z) and

M(z) Theorem 2 remains valid.

The numbers M(z), m(z) entered the proof of Theorem 2 by way of

Lemmas 4 and 5. Therefore we need only establish Lemmas 4 and 5 with

Mi, mi in place of M, m, respectively. Suppose then that z0(k) is a singular

point interior to S. By Lemma 5 of IV there is an approach set A and a sub-

sequence \zm(t)} with the properties there specified. (We disregard case (i)

of that Lemma, for then the proof that p'(k) =po' (k) and y'(k) =7o' (k) goes

through as beforei) By the definition of the £-function, inequality (7.1) can

be written

(7.5) aa[F(z0, pa) - BGtt(zo, pa)] è P(zo, aapa) - 6G(zB, aapa),

where we have written z0 for z0(k)- Let R he the (convex) set consisting of all

nonzero vectors r which can be written in the form aiPi+ ■ • ■ +anpn, where

each pi is in A and a¿ = 0. Each r in R can be written in one or many ways as a

sum aapa. The lower bound of the left member of (7.5), for all such ways of

writing r, is known to be a convex function 77(z0, r) on R. By (7.5),

77(2„, r) è P(2o, r) - 6G(z0, r),        r in R.
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From this (and the differentiability of P and G) there is, for each r0 in R,

a linear function lar" such that

(7.6) P(zo, r0) - BGizo, r0) g lar0a,

(7.7) ZZ(z0) r) ^ lar" for all r in R.

In particular, P(zo, />) — 0G(zo, p) è Z7(zo, p) for all p in A, as we find by taking

»-1, />i = />, «i-l, in (7.5). So by (7.7)

(7.8) Fizo,p)- BGizo, p) Zhp«,        pin A.

Let us denote the closed y-neighborhoods of z0, A, R by (z0)T, (.4 )T, (P) Y, respec-

tively. For each y>0, if m is large and 5 small, the point zm(i) is (z0)T and

Zm it) is in (^4)7 for to — 8StSto+8. A fortiori, zOT'(i) is in the closed convex

set (P)7. By Jensen's inequality, if to— 8St<t+hSk+8, then

— I       ¿«(/)<tt = [*„(/ + h) - i,(0]/*

is in (P)7. Let «-^oo ; the vector [z0(/+») —z0 (<)]/* is in (P)T. Let A—»0; the

vector zo' it), if defined, is in (P)7. By use of fairly obvious estimates, we find

by (7.6) and (7.8) that for all sufficiently small positive numbers y

(7.9) P(zo(*), zo' (/)) - BGizoit), zo' it)) é Lzo"' it) + e,

(7 10) 7?(ZmW' *"'W) ~ ÖG(ZmW' zJ W) - laZma'W ~ £'

ío — á^/<<0 + á, m large.

Integrating from toto to+h yields

<*>o(<o + h) - tpoih) - 0[7o(<o + h) - 7o(i0)] ^ laWito + h) - Zoait0)] + eh,

tpmik + h) - tpm(t9) - d[ymit0 + h) - ym(h)] è la[zma(to + h) - zm"(/„)] - eh.

If we let m—> » ; divide by h, and let Ä—> «, we get

0o (¿o) - 07o (<o) S laZo"' ito) + É,        4>'ih) - By'(to) ^ W (<o) - «•

Since e is arbitrary,

4>'ito) - tpoih) ^ B[y'ito) - yeito)].

If we let 8 run through a sequence of values approaching Mi(z0(/o), A), we find

*'(*>) - *o (*o) è lfi(«o(*o),i4)[y(<o) - 7o (/o)].

This holds for all Miizoih), A); so it holds for their greatest lower bound

^fi(zo(¿o))- The generalization of Lemma 4 is therefore established. Lemma 5

can be discussed similarly; or we can obtain the result from the proof above

by replacing G by — G.
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From the definitions it is evident that any alteration in the definitions

of Mi(z, A), mi(z, A), Mi(z), and »»i(z) which enables us to discard vectors p

from approach sets A at z or enables us to disregard entire approach sets A

either leaves these numbers unchanged or improves them; that is, if Mi(z, A)

and Mi(z) are altered by the change of definition they are increased, and if

»»i(z, A) and »»i(z) are altered they are decreased. In §8 we shall establish a

criterion which will permit us to ignore certain types of approach sets. Here

we establish two simpler criteria. Suppose that z is a singular point interior

to S, at which G(z, r) is quasi-regular normal. If A is an approach set contain-

ing only a finite number of unit vectors pi, ■ • • , Pk, and if these can be so

ordered that Qh(z, Pi, Pi) <0 if i<j, then A can be disregarded in defining

»»i(z) and Mi(z). For if,in Lemma 5 of IV,the set.4 can be so chosen as to have

these properties, all the proof leading up to equations (8.2) and (8.3) of IV

remains valid without change, and we obtain 7'(/0) =7o' it) and p'ik) =pó (k)-

Retaining the assumption concerning G(z, r), let us suppose that A is an

approach set containing a finite number of unit vectors. If there is a unit

vector pi in A such that üH(z, pi, p) <0 for all unit vectors pj&pi in A, we

say that pi is the first vector in A. If there is also a unit vector p2 in A such

that Qh(z, p2, p)<0 for all unit vectors p in A except pi and p2, then p2 is the

second vector in A ; and so on. If there is a pi in A such that £2#(z, p, pi) <0

for all unit vectors p = pi in A, we say that pi is the last vector in t; and so

on for pi-i, pi-2, •■•. Unless z is an ordinary point, there may remain sonie

unit vectors not thus classified. These and their multiples we call the non-

ordered nucleus of A. In defining Mi(z, A) and mi(z, .4) we can discard from A

all vectors not belonging to the non-ordered nucleus. The details of proof I

shall omit.

8. Ê-Admissibility. In §8 of III we introduced a concept called £-admis-

sibility, and showed that we could restrict our attention to those approach

sets which were £-admissible. The set A was Ê-admissible if £(z, pa, />) =0

for all po in A and all p. If we wish to define an analogous notion for iso-

perimetric problems, we must be guided by the way in which the Weierstrass

condition is stated for those problems. The Weierstrass condition is to the

effect that £h(zo(Í), Zo'(/)> P) = ® if z = za(t) is the minimizing curve and

H=F— XG. This suggests the following definition:

(8.1) Let A be an approach set at z, and let H(z, r) be the function F(z, r)

—X(z, A)G(z, r). Then the set A is £-admissible if

£h(z, po, P)^0

for all po in A and all p.
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In complete analogy with III, we can prove the following theorem :

Theorem 4. If in the definition of ordinary point we replace the words ifn

(2.1), (c)) "every approach set" by "every E-admissible approach set," Theorems

2 and 3 remain valid.

I have been unable to find any proof of this theorem which is not ex-

tremely long and involved. Therefore I shall here content myself with a

sketch of a proof; the reader will probably be able to furnish the omitted de-

tails if he is interested.

Let ¿uo be (as before) the least number which is the limit of 7(n„) for a se-

quence of polygons IIn of K such that G(II„)—4. We may suppose that IIn

has the usual minimizing property with respect to curves having not more

vertices than II„ has. We thus come to Lemma 2 and must establish that

lemma. Suppose the contrary, that one of the equations (4.3) fails. In par-

ticular, we suppose that the second one fails. In the proof of Lemma 1 an

approach set A entered, via Lemma 5 of IV. If this approach set is £-admissi-

ble, the whole argument leading to equations (4.3) is valid without alteration,

and (4.3) holds. This is a contradiction. It remains to consider the possibility

that A is not £-admissible and show that this leads to a contradiction.

If A is not £-admissible, there is a vector pi such that £»(z, Po, px) <0

for some (hence for all) p0 in A. Choose a small interval [t —8, t0+8]. We

treat the two subintervals [to —8, tQ] and [to, to+8] differently.

If, as usual, we write Hiz, r) =Fiz, r) —X(zo(io), A)G(z, r), we may assume

Hi(zoito), p)=0 for all p in A ; for this may be brought about by adding the

linear function —Ha(zo(to), po)r" to H(z, r), where po is in A. Let ^m(t, 0) be

the linear function for which fm(i0, 0) =zm(A>) and Çmito+8, 0) =zmito+8), and

define

Uit, a) = U(t, 0) + c[zmit) - U(t, 0)], tout S h+ 8.

Thus Çm(t, í)=zmit). To simplify the situation we shall ignore the dependence

of Fiz, r) and Giz, r) on z. It is easy to verify that all the integrals over

[to —8, to] and [/0, to+8] are thereby changed by at most dim, 8)8, where

dim, 8) tends to zero as m—► <» and 5—>0. Accordingly, we write Gir) for

Giz, r), and so on.

The integral

/> <o+5 /» io+5
Gitmit, «))dt =  I        G(£m(f, 0) + tr[zmit) - t»(t, 0)])dt

'0 J «0

is a convex function of <r, since Gir) is convex. If we write y'(io) — 7o' (¿o) =3k,

then for all large m and small 5 we have
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[7«(*o + 8) - ym(t0)] - [yo(to + 8) - y0(to)] > 2k8.

Since G(r) is independent of z and is positive quasi-regular, the line segment

z = lm(t, 0) furnishes an absolute minimum for Ç(C) in the class of curves

joining its ends. Hence

/► to+6 /• <o+i
G(U)dt ^  I        G(z0)dt.

h J <o

With the preceding inequality, this shows that for large »» and small 8

/> <0+«

G(tm)dt + K8   =   7m(0)+KO.
<0

From the convexity of Im(<r) we find that

(8.3) 7m(l - a) - Im(l) < - ™8    for    0 ^ a ^ 1.

Now we consider the interval (k — 8, to). On this we use the construction of

§8 of III. We thereby replace the arc z = zm(t),. (k—8^t^k), of IIm by an

arc z = zm(t, «) with the same ends and having

(8.4) f     H(zm(t, e))dt -   f     H(in(t))dt < - 270«, y > 0,
*>  <o-S J ¡„-S

for all m. Because of the convexity of G(r) the integral of G is increased, but

it is easy to estimate that, the increase is less than K8t, K a constant.

Choose € small enough so that K8t<n8. Then by (8.3) there is a a such

that 0^o-^l and

(8.5) 7m(l -a)- Im(l) =   f ° G(zm'(t))dt -  f ° G(zJ, (t, t))dt.

That is, if we let zm(t) he zm(t, e) on [k — 8, k) and Çm(t, a) on [k, k+8], then

/• (o+S f ío+í
G(znl)dt= G(zJi)dt.

<o-i *f (o-i

The right member of equation (8.5) has a value between — K8e and zero;

so by inequality (8.3) we conclude that

(8.7) 0 < o- < K<l/k.

By reducing e if necessary, we can ensure that a is less than 1/12.

Since A is an approach set on which H vanishes identically, all first-order

partial derivatives of 77 also vanish on A. Therefore there is a positive

number X such that

(8.8) Ha(r)Ha(r) < [7k/3KL]2
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if L/2S \r\ = 3L/2 and r is in the 2X-neighborhood of A. If m is large, the

inequality

(8.9) 3Z./4 < \zj(i)\ < 5L/4

holds; and moreover z¿ it) is in the X-neighborhood of A if  |/ — <0| <8,

provided that 8 is small enough. By definition of Çm we find that

,„  1n, I U it, 1-c)- zJi it) |=o-| *.' it) - U (t, 0) I
(8.10)

< c3L < L/4.

By using the theorem of the mean, together with (8.7) and (8.8), whose use

is permitted by (8.9) and (8.10), we obtain

(8.11) | HiU it, 1 - «)) - HizJi it)) | < ayK./K < ye.

Recalling the definition of zmit), inequalities (8.4) and (8.11) (integrated

from to to to+8), we obtain

/' ío+¿ /» ío+8 n io+5 /• 'o+Ä

Fiz¿)dt-\        FizJi)dt=   I HizJl)dt-\        Hiz¿)dt
to-i J t0-i J t„--i J ta-S

< — yôe.

Extending zmit) by setting it equal to zm(i) for OSKto— 8 and to+8<tSl,

we obtain a polygon IIm such that

ÇiUm) = ÇÇUm),        7(ñm) < 7(nm) - 75*.

But then lim sup 7(Hm) Spo~y8e, contrary to the definition of ¿u0, and the de-

sired contradiction has been reached.

We thus see that y'ito) =yó (¿o) for almost all to such that z0(io) is interior

to S. If h S t S k defines an interior arc of z=z0 it), this proves that

Gizn,Zn)dt=  I    Giz0,zo)dt.
h " 'l

But G is quasi-regular normal; so by a known theorem this implies

/. (2 /» tl

Fizm, zm)dt =   I    F(zo, z0)dt;
h " 'i

that is, tp(ti)— <Pitx) =tpoiti) — <Po(tx). Hence tp'(to)=tpo' (to) for all points z0(/o)

interior to S, and equations (4.3) are established.

Besides the added generality, Theorem 4 offers another advantage. The

search for £-admissible approach sets may be easier than the determination

of all approach sets. For one thing, if A is an approach set at z, and there is

a z' such that
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(8.13) 77(z, 2'; X(z, A)) + 77(Z, - z'; X(z, A))<0,

then A is not £-admissible, as we see if we rewrite (8.13) in the form

£H(z, p, z') + £H(z, p,-z')<0.

If F and G belong to the important special class of integrands such that

F(z, - z') = F(z, z'),        G(z, - z') = G(z, z'),

then in order that the approach set A at z be £-admissible it is necessary that

H(z, z'; X (z, A)) he nonnegative. The example of §6 is of this type. More gen-

erally, let

F m p(x, y)(x'2 + a2y'2)x'2,       G = p(x, y)(x'2 + y'2)1'2,

where a>l and i^>0. Here

H = p(x'2 + a2y'2yi2 - \p(x'2 + y'2)112,

and in order that this be nonnegative we must have

(8.14) \iiap/p.

Suppose to be specific that 0 = 0. If the equality holds in (8.14), then

H(x, y, 0, y'; X) =0 for all y', and (0, 1) and (0, —1) are in an £-admissible

approach set. No other unit vectors are in this set unless 0 = 0. If \<ap/p/

then 77 is positive. The graph of 77 = 1 is either convex (if —X is large) or

dumb-bell shaped, with its narrowest section along the #'-axis. It is then

geometrically evident that the only £-admissible approach sets are those con-

taining only two unit vectors, (p, q) and (p, —q). This applies, in particular,

to the example of §6.

Again, let P= -e*(x'2+4y/2)1'2, G = (z'2+y'2)1/2. As we have just seen,

the only £-admissible approach sets contain at most two unit vectors, (p, q)

and (p, -q). Suppose q>0; then QH(x, y, p, q, p, -q) = -e"{2q(p2+4q2)x'2}.

So (2.1), (c) holds for the £-admissible approach sets A, and Theorem 4 ap-

plies. But Theorems 1 and 2 do not apply. For if (p, q) is a unit vector, then

(—p, q) is in an approach set with (p, q), and Qh(x, y, p, q, —p, q)=0.

Hence (2.1) is not satisfied for all approach sets A, and no point is ordinary

as defined in (2.1).
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